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a b s t r a c t
This paper proposes an evolution over MERGILO, a tool for reconciling knowledge graphs extracted from
text, using graph alignment and word similarity. The reconciled knowledge graphs are typically used
for multi-document summarization, or to detect knowledge evolution across document series. The main
point of improvement focuses on event reconciliation i.e., reconciling knowledge graphs generated by text
about two similar events described differently. In order to gather a complete semantic representation of
events, we use FRED semantic web machine reader, jointly with Framester, a linguistic linked data hub
represented using a novel formal semantics for frames. Framester is used to enhance the extracted event
knowledge with semantic frames. We extend MERGILO with similarities based on the graph structure of
semantic frames and the subsumption hierarchy of semantic roles as deﬁned in Framester. With an effective evaluation strategy similarly as used for MERGILO, we show the improvement of the new approach
(MERGILO plus semantic frame/role similarities) over the baseline.

1. Introduction
Several approaches have been proposed for extracting knowledge graphs from text. These knowledge graphs are generated
with the aim of making unstructured text machine-readable [1].
In case of multiple texts explaining similar events, it is more efﬁcient and usable to provide the machine with a combination of
multiple graphs generated by multiple texts. Using this merged
graph, a machine reader can obtain knowledge contained in multiple texts from a single consolidated graph instead of reading several graphs. This problem, termed as ”Knowledge Reconciliation”
(KR), has recently been addressed by MERGILO [2], a tool for reconciling knowledge graphs using graph alignment and word similarity. These reconciled knowledge graphs can further be utilized
by speciﬁc NLP applications, in particular by graph-based text summarization (which aims at summarizing knowledge represented in
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multiple closely related pieces of text), for assessing sentence or
document similarity, etc.
The current study mainly targets the problem of knowledge reconciliation from the perspective of events. In a text, a complete
description of an event is syntactically denoted by a verb, since it
deﬁnes a relation between event participants. The ﬁrst step in the
event-based knowledge reconciliation is to extract event-oriented
knowledge graphs. For doing so, we use FRED, a machine reader
presented in [1], which generates an RDF/OWL graph of any open
domain input text.
For dealing with different lexical units describing the same or
similar events, we enhance the existing pipeline by enriching the
knowledge graphs generated by FRED with semantic frames as deﬁned in FrameNet1 . For this purpose, this study further makes
use of mappings between VerbNet2 (i.e., VerbNet verb classes
and VerbNet roles) and FrameNet, as contained in Framester [3].
Framester is a linguistic linked data hub formulated using a novel
formal semantics for frames for improving semantic interoperability between linguistic resources. Framester uses the RDF version of
1
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FrameNet [4]3 , formalizes the FrameNet graph in OWL, and introduces a very rich subsumption hierarchy related to FrameNet frame
elements (semantic roles).
We use Framester graph representations as a way to improve
similarity between the nodes and the edges, where nodes represent the frames and edges represent the roles. When different
verbs denote similar events, i.e. different verbs evoke different
frames which are somehow connected in the FrameNet graph using the semantic relations already deﬁned in FrameNet (such as
Inheritance, SubFrame, ...), we can greatly improve simple string
matching techniques introduced in MERGILO with frame as well as
semantic role similarity measures. For doing so we considered the
similarities based on the graph structure of the FrameNet frames
as well as the subsumption hierarchy associated to the semantic roles deﬁned in Framester. FrameNet graph organizes frames
using semantic relations; to beneﬁt from this graphical structure
we adapt WordNet similarity measures [5] to FrameNet graph.
We further exploit the vector representations of frames using the
FrameNet graph and the subsumption hierarchy of roles as represented in Framester. We follow the approach RDF2Vec [6] to generate graph based frame embeddings referred to as Frame2Vec.
These graph-based embeddings make use of graph mining algorithms such as graph walks and graph kernels to traverse over
the graph, which is further used for generating its vector representations. In order to ﬁnd the similarity between two frames
and between two roles, this study uses WordNet similarities and
cosine similarity for obtaining better consolidation between multiple graphs, which lead to an improvement over the results of
a baseline algorithm for knowledge reconciliation, MERGILO [2].
MERGILO already computes the similarity between the roles represented as edges in the FRED graphs but it merely performs string
matching for ﬁnding if the roles are similar. These embeddings can
further be used for any NLP application, however in the current
scenario we use it for knowledge reconciliation purposes.
More in detail, the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces state of art and related work. Section 3 lists the data
sources, resources and tools we have adopted in our methodology. Then, Section 4 gives some details of MERGILO and its functionalities for use as basis for the Section 5, which explains how
frame semantics have been employed for improving MERGILO.
Section 6 shows a precision-recall analysis for the presented approach on the dataset introduced in [2]. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with discussions, remarks and highlights some
future directions.
2. State of the art
2.1. From text to knowledge graphs
Given the large amount of unstructured text, it has become
a key challenge to extract structured information and knowledge
from that and integrate it into a coherent knowledge graph. There
are several applications which aim at extracting these structures
such as digital assistants (Siri, Alexa, Cortana, and Google Now),
question answering, summarization. Projects such as Never Ending Language Learning (NELL) [7], OpenIE [8], YAGO [9], and Google
Knowledge Vault [10] proposed various technologies and methodologies to extract new structured information from the web and
represented a signiﬁcant progress in the ﬁeld of information retrieval and relation extraction. Three categories of methodologies
for relation extraction have been deﬁned i.e., supervised, semisupervised, and distant supervision approaches. Supervised approaches formulate the problem of text extraction as a classiﬁ-
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cation problem. They generally extract a set of features (context
words, part of speech tags, dependency path between entity, edit
distance, etc.) from the sentence and the corresponding labels are
obtained from a large annotated training corpus. Usually these
approaches are neither general nor scalable and computationally
very expensive due to the requirement of large amount of training data. Semi-supervised approaches start with seed triples and
iterate through the text to extract patterns that match them. Patterns become new seed triples and the process is recursively repeated until no other pattern is found. Some of the most popular approaches in this category are Dual Iterative Pattern Relation
Extractor [11], Snowball [12], Text Runner [13]. For the last category, distant supervision approaches, existing knowledge bases are
used with large text corpus to generate a large number of relation
triples. These relations are located within the text and from them
new hypothesis are learned to obtain a generalized model for relation extraction. Projects such as NELL use predeﬁned ontology and
bootstrap relations from the web and text using seed examples of
ontology constraints. Then they use multi-view learning paradigm
to extract entities and relations from unstructured text.
2.2. Knowledge integration
Approaches for integrating knowledge include cross-document
coreference resolution (when knowledge is represented as text
documents) and ontology matching (when knowledge is in a
machine-readable form). Cross-document coreference resolution
aims at associating mentions about a same entity (object, person, concept, etc.) across different texts [14–17]. When extracted
entities are events, the problem changes to resolution of event
coreference across documents [18,19]. Authors in [19] jointly model
named entities and events. Clusters of entities and event mentions
are constructed and merged accordingly to a similarity threshold
based on linear regression. Then, information ﬂows between entity and event clusters through features that model semantic role
dependencies. The system handles nominal and verbal events as
well as entities, and the joint formulation allows information from
event coreference to help entity coreference, and vice-versa.
A rich overview of ontology matching methods is provided
by [20]. Relevant work includes [21] that leverages the interplay
between schema and instance matching. Similarly, [22] shows a
greedy iterative algorithm for aligning knowledge bases with millions of entities and facts. These approaches are characterised by
the preferred large size of the ontologies/datasets treated (for best
performance), which is rarely (probably never) derived from text
sources. MERGILO, as other knowledge integration tools [22], employs graph alignment, a more general and widely studied problem [23–25]. To note that all these approaches are connected and
related to the classical graph matching problem [26].
2.3. Word embeddings and its applications
Word Embeddings are the Vector Space Representation (VSM)
of words in a low-dimensional semantic space. A conventional way
of computing these representations is to create a term-document
frequency matrix and then perform dimensionality reduction on
that matrix using Singular Value Decomposition [27,28]. Recent
techniques convert the two step approach to single step using neural networks [29] which also proves to have signiﬁcant gain in eﬃciency. It computes continuous vector representations of the words
in very large data sets. Another variation of this approach that
learns ﬁxed-length feature representations from text of different
lengths such as sentences, paragraphs and documents has been
proposed in [30] and is called as ParagraphVector. GloVe [31] is
another similar technique which uses statistical methods for im-
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proving the eﬃciency over state-of-the-art methods for vector representations.
These vectors obtained by the above deﬁned methods can be
used in a variety of applications such as information retrieval, document classiﬁcation, question answering, named entity recognition
and parsing etc. One recent application is used for generating vector representations of word senses [32] and then these vector representations are used for improving the results of word similarity
and word analogy tasks based on BabelNet word senses formally
known as SensEmbed. [33,34] apply Frame Semantics and Distributional Semantics for slot ﬁlling in Spoken Dialogue System. In
[35], the authors use Word and Frame Embeddings for generating
categories of annoying behaviors where each category contains a
set of words speciﬁc to that category. The frame embeddings are
generated using 3.8 million tweets tagged by FrameNet frames using SEMAFOR. By contrast, in this study we are using graph-based
Frame Embeddings. However, as a perspective, the frame embeddings generated using SEMAFOR on tweets will be compared to
embeddings generated using Word Frame Disambiguation API as
discussed in [3] over Wikipedia Data Dump. Finally, [36] reviews
several methods for analysing relational data in the form of graphs.
It focuses on how models based on latent features and pattern
mining can be trained on large knowledge graphs and used for
prediction.

Fig. 1. A part of FrameNet graph. “prec.” represents the relation “precedes”, dotted lines represent “SubFrame” relation and solid lines represent the “Inheritance”
relation as deﬁned in FrameNet.

theme loses its autonomy. Such constructs describing the situation of conquering or invasion are referred to as frame elements
and the LUs such as conquer, overtake etc. are example words, typically used to denote conquering situations in text. Let us consider
the following sentence:

3. Data sources and tools

[T he Spaniards]Conqueror [conquered]Lexical

3.1. VerbNet

In the above example, The Spaniards is the argument of the role
Conqueror and Incas is the argument of the role Theme and conquered is the LU evoking the frame.

VerbNet [37] is a broad coverage verb lexicon in English with
links to other data sources such as WordNet [38] and FrameNet
[39]. VerbNet contains semantic roles and patterns which allows to
form a verb class called as Levin’s classes. It generalizes the verbs
based on their shared syntactic behavior. These verb classes are
structured into a hierarchy of parents and their subclasses. For example, the verb conquer is a member of the class subjugate-42.3
which means to bring under domination.
VerbNet further contains thematic roles which correspond to
the relation between the predicate and its arguments. These thematic roles are further organized into a hierarchy. For each class
contained in VerbNet, there exists a list of roles which identiﬁes
the behavior of a verb in the class. For example, the roles deﬁned
for the class subjugate-42.3 are Agent, Patient and Instrument meaning that an agent subjugates the patient with some instruments.
Here, Agent and Patient are the necessary roles and Instrument is
an optional role. Verb senses help in determining if a particular
verb instance conforms to the underlying semantics of the class,
in case of the verb conquer its only sense is included in the class
subjugate-42.3. VerbNet further maps the verb to a FrameNet frame
e.g., the verb conquer is mapped to the frame Conquering.
3.2. FrameNet
FrameNet [39] contains descriptions and annotations of English
words using Frame Semantics. FrameNet contains frames, which
describe a situation, state or action. Each frame has frame elements
usually consisting of agent, patient, time and location and are also
known as semantic roles. FrameNet also deﬁnes a subsumption relation between the frame elements. Each frame can be evoked by
Lexical Units (LUs) belonging to different parts of speech. In version
1.5, FrameNet covers about 10,0 0 0 lexical units and 1024 frames.
These LUs can be nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs representing closely related sets of meanings.
For example, in the frame Conquering the argument for the role
Conqueror overtakes the argument of the role Theme where the

Unit [the

Incas]T heme .

(1)

3.3. Framester
Framester [3] is a large RDF4 knowledge graph (currently including about 30 million RDF triples) acting as a hub between
FrameNet, WordNet, VerbNet [37], BabelNet [40], Predicate Matrix [41], etc. It leverages this wealth of links to create an interoperable and homogeneous predicate space represented in a
formal rendering of frame semantics [42] and semiotics [43].
Framester uses a mapping between WordNet, BabelNet, VerbNet
and FrameNet at its core using detour based approach, expands it
to other linguistic resources transitively, and represents all of this
formally. It further links these resources to important ontological
and linked data resources such as DBpedia [44], YAGO [9], DOLCEZero [45], schema.org, [46], NELL [7], etc. Further links to DeepKnowNet [47] topic signatures, as well as SentiWordNet [48] and
DepecheMood [49] mood mappings, are also available.
Framester keeps the original node-arc-labeled graph as introduced in FrameNet where the nodes represent the FrameNet
frames and the edges represent different semantic relations between the frames i.e., Inheritance, SubFrame, CausativeOf etc. Fig. 1
shows a part of FrameNet graph. It re-uses the RDF graph introduced in [4]5 . Framester has also cleaned up the subsumption hierarchy of semantic roles (i.e., frame elements) and added generic
roles on top of the frame speciﬁc roles. Fig. 2 shows a part of the
Framester role hierarchy associated with the framester role agent.
3.4. FRED
FRED [1]6 is machine reader which generates ontological structure from natural language text using Discourse Representation
4
5
6
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Fig. 2. A part of Subsumption Hierarchy with FrameNet and Framester Roles. The preﬁxes for http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/framenet/abox/gfe/ and http://
www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/framester/data/framesterrole.ttl# are gfe: and framesterrole: respectively.

Theory (DRT) [50], frame semantics [42] and Ontology Design Patterns [51]. FRED uses Boxer [52] which is an open source tool
for deep parsing of natural language using Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG) and produces event-based, semantic representations of natural language. The Discourse Representation Structures
(DRS) produced by Boxer use VerbNet thematic roles. These functionalities implemented in FRED help in the event detection task
for our method. FRED further uses logical rules on top of the First
Order Logic (FOL) representations generated by Boxer to generate
ontological models. For further details, refer to [1]. Fig. 3 shows the
output of FRED for the sentence in the running example. FRED also
implements linguistic frame detection task and performs semantic role labeling which is comparable to Semafor7 . However, in the
current study we use VerbNet roles as a base because the coverage of VerbNet roles is targeted better in FRED as compared to
FrameNet roles (i.e., frame elements). FRED is also available online as REST service. We further exploit Framester for the mappings between VerbNet and FrameNet as described in Section 3.3.
Section 5 further details how we used these mappings for providing event-based knowledge reconciliation.
4. MERGILO
MERGILO [2] is a method for generating and integrating knowledge graphs extracted from multiple text documents by using
FRED, a machine reader. Given two input sentences, it extracts the
associated knowledge graph using FRED.
Knowledge Extraction: The graphs generated by FRED can be
viewed as a fully labeled multi-digraph which consists of nodes
and edges representing schema entities, data entities, meta-data
entities, linguistic entities, etc. As a ﬁrst step, MERGILO parses the
text into an RDF-OWL. MERGILO basically focuses on four objects
from frame semantics perspective, i.e., (i) named and skolemized
entities (machine generated entities) e.g., persons, places, etc. (ii)
event occurrences i.e., an event is represented by a verb in a sentence with attached a semantic role R having the arguments of
an event A, (iii) classes (public names, machine generated names)
such as city, country, etc, and ﬁnally (iv) qualities, which represent
characteristics of an entity such as nice, strong etc.
The semantic roles in FREDs graphs are represented as an
edge and are divided into two macro-categories: roles and nonroles. Roles are outgoing edges from event nodes. Role edges are
broadly classiﬁed into agentive, passive, and oblique roles. All

7
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other edges are non-role edges. Some of the non-role edges include owl:sameAs, owl:equivalentClass, rdf:type and
rdfs:subClassOf, with standard meaning from RDFS and OWL
ontology speciﬁcation languages.
Knowledge Reconciliation: Given two sentences and their FRED
graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 , P1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 , P2 ), V1 and V2 represent nodes (entities), E1 and E2 represent edges (relations) and
P1 and P2 represent edge labels (properties). G1 and G2 are ﬁrst
compressed by merging nodes and removing unnecessary URIs.
The two compressed graphs are aligned by establishing a 1-1 correspondence between nodes of the ﬁrst graph and nodes of the
second graph that maximizes a score function, which combines
the similarity between aligned nodes and the similarity between
aligned edges. Maximizing the score function has the effect of
aligning nodes that have high similarity and that are in turn connected to edges with high similarity. Therefore both element similarities and structural information are considered. At the end, the
aligned nodes are mapped to individuals in the original graphs and
sameAs relations are added between aligned nodes. Fig. 4 (taken
from [2]) shows two input sentences and their corresponding FRED
graphs. Fig. 5 (taken from [2]) reports the ﬁnal output of MERGILO
for the two input sentences after the compression of some of the
nodes in the original graphs. Red dashed lines represent crossgraph co-references.
Similarity measures for nodes and edges are used by the optimizer to deﬁne the alignment score function. The similarity can
be positive or negative. Elements that have negative similarity tend
not to be associated, while elements with positive similarity tend
to be associated. Note that the alignment algorithm performs a
global optimization, and hence local parts of the alignment may
be penalized in favor of a global reward. For instance, two edges
with positive similarity may not be aligned because this would imply aligning their endpoint nodes with negative similarity. Similarly, two nodes with negative similarity may be aligned to enable
aligning incident edges with positive similarity.
We distinguish among three kinds of node pairs whose deﬁnitions are given below: relevant, compatible and incompatible. We
ﬁrst check if both nodes refer to named entities. If so, we check
whether they refer to the same named entity or to different ones.
Labels of named entities are compared both by string matching
and by their alignment to public resources (DBpedia). If the labels
are equal or are associated with the same DBpedia entity, the node
pair is considered relevant. If the two nodes share the same URI or
refer to words with similarity higher than a predeﬁned threshold
that we call similarity threshold, they are considered compatible.
In all other cases, the nodes are considered incompatible. Therefore, the similarity between two nodes v1 and v2 is assigned as
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Fig. 3. FRED Knowledge Graph for the Sentence 1.

follows:



1 if v1 and v2 are relevant
−1 if v1 and v2 are compatible
−in f if v1 and v2 are incompatible

sim(v1 , v2 ) =

The similarity between two edges is deﬁned in terms of their
type. Speciﬁcally, we distinguish between compatible and incompatible edges based on their property type and possibly their thematic role. If both edges are non-role edges, they are considered
compatible. If both edges are role edges, they are considered compatible only if their roles are both agentive (AGNT) or passive
(PTNT). In all other cases the edges are considered incompatible.
The similarity between two edges is deﬁned as:



sim(e1 , e2 ) =

1 + w + eps if e1 and e2 are compatible
−in f if e1 and r2 are incompatible

where eps is a very small number (0.001) introduced to break ties
and w is a parameter that enables associating sets of compatible nodes if they are connected by a suﬃciently high numbers of
edges. For more details about MERGILO the reader is invited to see
[2]. Here it can clearly be noticed that the similarity is performed
using only string matching between the edges representing some
roles. However, the next section discusses the novelty of our approach by introducing several ways of computing similarities between the edges representing a role as well as the nodes representing an event.
5. Event-based knowledge reconciliation
Let us consider the two sentences: “The Spaniards conquered the
Incas.” and “The Incas were attacked by the Spaniards.” The two sentences are addressing two actions related to the same happening in
the past i.e., event of an attack or an invasion from Spaniards to Incas. In such a case, the similarity measures introduced by MERGILO
will not be able to effectively consider the similarity between the
two events because the two verbs are different. Figs. 3 and 6 show
the FRED graphs of the ﬁrst and the second sentence, respectively.
For ﬁnding the similarity between these two sentences, the
following extensions were mainly performed based on node and
edge similarities. Several similarity measures were applied on the

FrameNet frame graph and the subsumption hierarchy of the roles.
This section focuses on:
–improved subsumption hierarchy of roles in Framester,
–improved node similarities (based on frame similarity) and
–improved edge similarities (based on role similarity).
Two kinds of similarities were used (i) by traversing only inheritance relation in the FrameNet graph using depth ﬁrst search
algorithm and (ii) using graph walks and graph kernels for generating vector representations of frames and roles (Frame2Vec)
and then computing the cosine similarity between the corresponding vectors.
Node Similarity: In the current study we improved the alignment
score function as described in Section 4 using FrameNet. We introduce the similarity between two nodes. For doing so, the ﬁrst step
is to verify that the nodes represent the verb senses. Let s1 and
s2 be two verb senses from two different graphs G1 and G2 generated from two different texts. To compute the similarity between
two such nodes, the verb senses are further mapped to frames using Framester mappings. Each verb sense si can have one or more
mappings represented as follows: s1 → {f11 , f12 , f13 } and s2 → {f21 ,
f22 , f23 }. Then we compute pairwise similarity between two sets
of frames i.e., simt ( f11 , f21 ), simt ( f11 , f22 ), . . . , where t represents
the type of similarity measure. Finally, we obtain a set of similarity scores (sim_score ) where each value varies in [0–1] i.e, where 0
indicates that the two frames are completely dissimilar and 1 represents the same frame and the values between 0 to 1 represent
the degree to which the frames are similar. After obtaining the set
of similarity scores we choose the maximum score max(sim_score ).
For example, in Figs. 3 and 6 s1 = vn.data : Conquer _42030 0 0 0
and s2 = vn.data : Attack_330 0 0 0 0 0. According to Framester mappings, we obtain s1 → {Conquering} and s2 → {Attack}. These nodes
are replaced by their corresponding frames. Further, the similarity
is computed between these two frames, as discussed in Section 5.1.
These similarities are computed in two ways: (i) by considering
the taxonomical structure imposed by the “inheritance” relation
represented as fnschema8 :inheritsFrom in Framester; (ii) by
8
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Fig. 4. FRED graphs for two input sentences shown on the left side of the image. The example has been taken from [2].

considering the graphical structure of the FrameNet graph without
putting any constraints over the kinds of relations by performing
graph walks and using graph kernels (see Section 5.2). For example, in Fig. 1, it can be clearly seen that the ﬁrst kind of similarity is not a fair measure because it does not consider the “precedes” or “SubFrame” relation. Accordingly, the similarity between
“Invading” and “Conquering” will be 0 in case of the ﬁrst kind
of similarity which is semantically not true. However, the second
similarity score for the second kind (i.e., graph walks and graph
kernels) will be higher. The types of similarity measures implemented using “inheritsFrom” are Path Similarity, Wu-Palmers Similarity and Leacock-Chodorow Similarity. These WordNet similarities
are adapted to FrameNet graphs. The similarity used for vector representations of FrameNet graph is the cosine similarity.
Edge Similarity: MERGILO computes the similarity between the
edges based on the types of the edges i.e., they are compatible if
both the roles are agentive or passive. Moreover, it only checks if
two roles are compatible or not, hence generating a number which
can be either 0 or 1. In our extension the similarities are assigned
the values belonging to the interval [0–1] which enables the system to judge the degree to which the two roles are similar. The
similarity measures used for this purpose are computed on the
subsumption hierarchy of the roles provided in Framester. As a ﬁrst
step, the edges containing the VerbNet roles are identiﬁed, these
VerbNet roles are then mapped to the FrameNet semantic roles using the extended version of the mappings from VerbNet roles to
FrameNet roles. In case of multiple mappings, pairwise similarity
is computed.
For
example,
in
Fig. 3,
the
verb
sense
vndata9 :Conquer_42030000 evokes the roles vndata:Agent
and vndata:Patient. In the sentence in Fig. 6, the roles
evoked by the verb sense vndata:Attack_33000000 are
vndata:Agent and vndata:Theme. The Framester mappings
contains the following records for these roles:

9

prefix vndata: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/vn/vn31/data/.

vndata:Agent.conquer_42030000 skos:closeMatch
fe:Conqueror.conquering.
vndata:Patient.conquer_42030000
skos:closeMatch fe:Theme.conquering.
vndata:Agent.attack_33000000 skos:closeMatch
fe:Assailant.attack.
vndata:Theme.attack_33000000 skos:closeMatch
fe:Victim.attack
Then the similarity between fe10 :Assailant.attack and
fe:Conqueror.conquering is computed in three ways:
1. by considering the subsumption hierarchy represented by
the subsumption relation represented as “subsumedUnder” in
Framester;
2. using the reﬁned subsumption hierarchy of the roles in
Framester and,
3. without putting any constraints over the kinds of relations by
performing graph walks and using graph kernels.
5.1. Semantic similarity between frames and roles
This section details automated ways to compute the similarity measures between two frames based on the relations already
present in FrameNet. This notion has been partly discussed in [53].
In the following we mainly use the inheritance relation i.e., the hierarchical structure of the FrameNet graph. The WordNet similarity
measures were adjusted to deal with the frames. Fig. 7 shows the
part of taxonomical structure of the FrameNet graph for the running example.
Path Similarity is based on shortest distance between two nodes
in the taxonomy. Let us consider two nodes c1 and c2 ; then the
shortest path similarity between these two nodes is given as follows:

sim path (c1 , c2 ) =

10

1
len(c1 , c2 ) + 1

(2)

prefix fe: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/framenet/abox/fe/.
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Fig. 5. Reconciled graph for sentences in Fig. 4 after the execution of MERGILO. The example has been taken from [2].

where len(c1 , c2 ) is the shortest path between the two nodes c1
and c2 . For example, according to Fig. 7, the similarity between the
frames Invading and Besieging would be 0.33 because len(c1 , c2 ) =
2. In Fig. 2, the similarity between the roles Assailant.Beseiging and
Assailant.Defend is 0.33. It is important to mention here that the
similarity between Conqueror.Conquering and Assailant.Attack will
be 0.14. This similarity is obtained because of the generic roles
deﬁned by Framester i.e., framesterrole:Agent otherwise the
similarity between the two roles will be 0.

Leacock-Chodorow Similarity [55] takes into account the shortest
path between two nodes and the depth of the taxonomy.



simlc (c1 , c2 ) = −l og

l en(c1 , c2 ) + 1
2∗D



(4)

Where len(c1 , c2 ) is the shortest path between the two nodes c1
and c2 and D is the maximum depth of the taxonomy. The LeacockChodorow (LC) similarity between the frames Invading and Besieging would be 0.522.
5.2. Frame embeddings using RDF2vec

Wu-Palmers Similarity [54] calculates the similarity by considering
the depths of the two nodes in the taxonomy and their least common subsumer. Let c1 and c2 be two nodes in the taxonomy then
the least common subsumer of the two nodes is represented as
lcs(c1 , c2 ).
Finally, the Wu-Palmer’s similarity between two nodes c1 and
c2 is given as follows:

simwup (c1 , c2 ) =

2 ∗ depth(lcs(c1 , c2 ))
depth(c1 ) + depth(c2 )

(3)

Here the lcs(Invading, Besieging) = Attack. The Wu-Palmer similarity between the frames Invading and Besieging would be 0.8.

To learn latent numerical representation of the frames and roles
in the FrameNet graph, we follow the RDF2Vec approach. First we
transform the graph into a set of sequences of entities, which is
then fed into a neural language models, resulting into vector representation of all the nodes in the graph in a latent feature space.
The algorithm follows both the unique name assumption (UNA)
and the open world assumption (OWA).
Deﬁnition 1. An RDF graph is a labeled graph G = (V, E), where
V is a set of vertices, and E is a set of directed edges, where each
vertex v ∈ V is identiﬁed by a unique identiﬁer, and each edge e ∈ E
is labeled with a label from a ﬁnite set of edge labels.
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Fig. 6. FRED Knowledge Graph for the Sentence The Incas were attacked by the Spaniards.

Fig. 7. A part of FrameNet graph using only inheritance relation.

To convert the graph into a set of sequences of entities we use
two approaches, i.e., graph walks and Weisfeiler-Lehman Subtree
RDF Graph Kernels. The objective of the conversion functions is
for each vertex v ∈ V to generate a set of sequences Sv , where the
ﬁrst token of each sequence s ∈ Sv is the vertex v followed by a sequence of tokens, which might be edge labels, vertex identiﬁers,
or any substructure extracted from the RDF graph, in an order that
reﬂects the relations between the vertex v and the rest of the tokens, as well as among those tokens.
In the ﬁrst approach, given a graph G = (V, E ), for each vertex
v ∈ V, we generate all graph walks Pv of depth d rooted in vertex v. To generate the walks, we use the breadth-ﬁrst algorithm.
In the ﬁrst iteration, the algorithm generates paths by exploring
the direct outgoing edges of the root node vr . The paths generated
after the ﬁrst iteration will have the following pattern vr → ei ,
where ei ∈ Evr , and Evr is the set of all outgoing edges from the
root node vr . In the second iteration, for each of the previously explored edges, the algorithm visits the connected vertices. The paths
generated after the second iteration will follow the following pattern vr → ei → vi . The algorithm continues until d iterations are
reached. The ﬁnal set of sequences for the given graph G is the

union of the sequences of all the vertices PG = v∈V Pv .

In the second approach, we use the subtree RDF adaptation of the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm presented in [56,57]. The
Weisfeiler-Lehman Subtree graph kernel is a state-of-the-art, eﬃcient kernel for graph comparison [58]. The kernel computes the
number of sub-trees shared between two (or more) graphs by
using the Weisfeiler-Lehman test of graph isomorphism. This algorithm creates labels representing subtrees in h iterations. The
rewriting procedure of Weisfeiler-Lehman works as follows: (i) the
algorithm creates a multiset label for each vertex based on the labels of the neighbors of that vertex; (ii) this multiset is sorted and
together with the original label concatenated into a string, which
is the new label; (iii) for each unique string a new (shorter) label
replaces the original vertex label; (iv) at the end of each iteration,
each label represents a unique full subtree.
There are two main modiﬁcations of the original WeisfeilerLehman graph kernel algorithm in order to be applicable on RDF
graphs, as explained in [56,57]. The algorithm takes as input the
RDF graph G = (V, E ), a labeling function l, which returns a label
of a vertex or edge in the graph based on an index, the subraph
depth d and the number of iterations h. The algorithm returns the
labeling functions for each iteration l0 to lh , and a label dictionary f. Furthermore, the neighborhood N (v ) = (v , v ) ∈ E of a vertex is the set of edges going to the vertex v and the neighborhood
N ((v, v )) = v of an edge is the vertex that the edge comes from.
The procedure of converting the RDF graph to a set of sequences
of tokens works as follows: (i) for a given graph G = (V, E ), we deﬁne the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm parameters, i.e., the number
of iterations h and the vertex subgraph depth d, which deﬁnes the
subgraph in which the subtrees will be counted for the given vertex; (ii) after each iteration, for each vertex v ∈ V of the original
graph G, we extract all the paths of depth d within the subgraph
of the vertex v on the relabeled graph. We set the original label of
the vertex v as the starting token of each path, which is then considered as a sequence of tokens. The sequences after each iteration
will have the following pattern vr → ln (ei , j) → ln (vi , j), where ln
returns the label of the edges and the vertices in the nth iteration.
The sequences could also be seen as vr → T1 → T1 ... Td , where Td
is a subtree that appears on depth d in the vertex’s subgraph; (iii)
we repeat step (ii) until the maximum iterations h are reached. (iv)
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The ﬁnal set of sequences is the union of the sequences of all the
 
vertices in each iteration PG = hi=1 v∈V Pv . In the RDF2vec with
random paths the cycles are not addressed, i.e., a walk can contain
a cycle. However, the experiments show that cycles are not causing
a problem. For the kernels, again cycles can exist, but the label of
the node contains also the level where the node appears, therefore
the cycle is not a problem. In case of any cycles, explicitly breaking
the cycles is trivial, i.e., it is just a matter of removing predicates
that lead to an already visited node. In case of subsumption hierarchy of the roles, no cycles exist, however, in case of FrameNet
graph the experimentation does not seem to cause any issues.
Once the set of sequences of entities is extracted, we build
a word2vec model. Word2vec is a particularly computationallyeﬃcient two-layer neural net model for learning word embeddings
from raw text. There are two different algorithms, the Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW) and the Skip-Gram model. The
CBOW model predicts target words from context words within a
given window. The input layer is comprised from all the surrounding words for which the input vectors are retrieved from the input weight matrix, averaged, and projected in the projection layer.
Then, using the weights from the output weight matrix, a score for
each word in the vocabulary is computed, which is the probability
of the word being a target word.
The skip-gram model does the inverse of the CBOW model and
tries to predict the context words from the target words.
Once the training is ﬁnished, semantically similar nodes appear
close to each other in the feature space. Therefore, the problem of
calculating the similarity between two nodes is a matter of calculating the distance between two instances in the given feature
space. To do so, we use the standard cosine similarity measure,
which is applied on the vectors of the entities. Formally, the similarity between two nodes c1 and c2 , with vectors V1 and V2 , is
calculated as the cosine similarity between the vectors V1 and V2 :

sim(c1 , c2 ) =

V1 · V2

||V1 || · ||V2 ||

(5)

6. Experimentation
We conducted several experiments to evaluate the feasibility of
our approach. We built on top of the EECB 1.0 [19] gold standard
for CCR (cluster 1) and transferred the coreferences between mentions into coreferences between entities with a semi-automatic
process. The EECB gold standard is an extension of ECB [18], a corpus annotated with event coreferences, that also contains entity
coreference annotations. ECB contains text found through Google
Search that was annotated with mentions, events and their times,
locations, human and non-human participants as well as within
and cross-document event and entity coreference information. We
chose this corpus because our tool aligns both entities and events.
As mentioned in [2] we performed the following operations to
build the corpus:
– build the RDF graph of each document using FRED;
– map RDF entities with mentions in the EECB gold standard;
– build clusters of entities from clusters of mentions.
The hardest task was to establish the correspondence between
entities and mentions. To do that, we took advantage of entityassociated text spans generated by FRED during the construction
of the RDF graph. Each text span maintains the character offset of
the part of original text associated to an entity. Often this text span
differs from the corresponding mention in the gold standard. For
example, in the following sentence: Tara Reid, 33, who starred in
’American Pie’ and appeared on U.S. TV show ’Scrubs’, has entered the
Promises Treatment Center, FRED creates an entity fred:Tara_reid

and connects it to the text span corresponding to Tara Reid. In contrast, in the EECB gold standard the whole text Tara Reid, 33, who
starred in ’American Pie’ and appeared on 17 U.S. TV show ’Scrubs’
is associated to a mention that refers to Tara Reid. In this example
the text span given by FRED is wholly contained in the EECB mention, but this is not always true in general. Indeed containment is
neither a necessary nor suﬃcient condition for a FRED’s text span
and an EECB mention to correspond. To solve the mapping we used
the same process mentioned in [2] where CrowdFlower11 has been
leveraged to recruit a number of workers and assign them tasks to
establish the correspondence between mentions.
Therefore, we aligned pairs of documents from the corpus in all
possible ways, and evaluated the results of each pair (171 pairs in
total). We employed standard metrics to evaluate the results of our
method. In particular, we employ the following metrics:
– MUC [59]: Link-based metric that quantiﬁes the number of
merges necessary to cover predicted and gold clusters. Preci(|S |−| p(S )| )
sion, recall and F1-measures are given by: P =  (i |S −1| )i ; R =


i

(
|Gi |−| p(Gi )| )
2×PR
(|Gi −1| ) ; F 1 = P+R , where Gi is a gold mention cluster,

p(Gi ) is a partition of Gi , Si is a system mention cluster and p(Si )
is a partition of Si .
– B3 [60]: Mention-based metric that quantiﬁes the overlap between predicted and gold clusters for a given mention. Precision, recall and F1-measures are computed as following: P =
 |Gmi ∩Smi |
 |Gm ∩Sm |
×PR
, R = i Gi m i and F 1 = 2P+
i
Sm
R , where Gmi is the
i

i

gold cluster of mention mi and Smi is the system cluster of
mention mi .
– CEAFM (Constrained Entity Aligned F-measure Mention-based)
[61]: Mention-based metric based on a one-to-one alignment
between gold and predicted clusters. For best alignment g∗ =
argmaxg∈Gm φ (g) where S is the system mention clusters, G is
the gold mention clusters to S and φ (g) is the total similarity
of g, a one-to-one mapping from G. Precision, recall and F1∗
∗
measures are given as following: P =  φφ((gS ),S ) , R =  φφ((gG ),G ) ,
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

×PR
and F 1 = 2P+
R . For CEAFM, we use φ (G, S ) = |G ∩ S|.
– CEAFE (Constrained Entity Aligned F-measure Entity-Based)
[61]: Entity-based metric based on a one-to-one alignment between gold and predicted clusters. For best alignment g∗ =
argmaxg∈Gm φ (g) where S is the system mention clusters, G is
the gold mention clusters to S and φ (g) is the total similarity
of g, a one-to-one mapping from G. Precision, recall and F1∗
∗
measures are given as following: P =  φφ((gS ),S ) , R =  φφ((gG ),G ) ,

2 ×| R ∩ S |
×PR
and F 1 = 2P+
R . For CEAFE, we use φ (G, S ) = |R|+|S| .
– BLANC (Bilateral Assessment of NounPhrase Coreference) [62]:
Rand-index-based metric that considers both coreference
and non-coreference links. Precision, recall and F1-measures
rn
rc
are given as following: Pc = rc+rcwc , Pn = rn+
wn , Rc = rc+wn , Rn =
2×Pn ×Rn
Fc +Fn
c ×Rc
= 2×P
Pc +Rc , Fn = Pn +Rn , BLANC =
2 , where rc is the
number of correct coreference links, wc is the number of
incorrect coreference links, rn is the number of correct
non-coreference links, wn is the number of incorrect noncoreference links.
rn
rn+wc , Fc

In our experiments we compared the results of MERGILO
(which we considered as the baseline) against the method we are
proposing in this paper which extends MERGILO by leveraging semantic frame theory (which we consider as MERGILO plus frame
similarities). Table 1 shows the results for the baseline method
and the results of the extended MERGILO using different models.
Due to space constraints, we report only the results with the best
thresholds and models found among all the combinations (clearly,
11

http://www.crowdﬂower.com.
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Table 1
F1 score for Graph Walks, Graph Kernels with Framester Roles and FrameNet
Roles.
muc

bcub

ceafm

blanc

ceafe

MERGILO Baseline

24.05

17.36

28.61

10.70

26.20

Similarity Measures
Wu-Palmer
Path
Leacock Chodorow

27.14
27.16
27.04

19.91
19.93
19.80

31.91
31.85
31.74

12.81
12.73
12.77

29.41
29.38
29.21

Graph walks (with Framester
Frame2Vec
Role2Vec
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
SG_800
CBOW_200
SG_500
CBOW_200
CBOW_500
CBOW_500
SG_800
SG_200
SG_800
SG_500
SG_800

roles)
muc
27.34
27.23
23.13
27.23
27.28
26.76
27.08

bcub
19.99
19.89
16.57
19.89
19.90
19.79
19.97

ceafm
32.15
32.01
26.99
32.01
31.96
31.73
31.99

blanc
12.66
12.63
10.46
12.63
12.65
12.58
12.69

ceafe
29.82
29.66
24.82
29.66
29.54
29.32
29.54

Graph walks (with Framenet
Frame2Vec
Role2Vec
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
SG_800
CBOW_200
SG_500
CBOW_200
CBOW_500
CBOW_500
SG_500
SG_200
SG_500
SG_500
SG_500

roles)
muc
27.34
27.38
27.28
27.09
26.90
26.87
26.85

bcub
19.99
19.97
19.95
19.03
19.68
19.57
19.45

ceafm
32.15
32.29
31.99
29.95
31.58
31.33
31.12

blanc
12.66
12.69
12.69
11.91
12.60
12.10
12.08

ceafe
29.82
29.98
29.54
28.97
29.08
29.01
28.98

bcub
19.57
19.57
19.52
19.52
19.51
19.62
19.68

ceafm
31.50
31.50
31.45
31.45
31.45
31.67
31.58

blanc
12.45
12.45
12.40
12.40
12.45
12.48
12.60

ceafe
29.06
29.06
28.99
28.99
28.96
29.18
29.08

Graph kernels
Frame2Vec
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
CBOW_200
CBOW_500
SG_200
SG_500

(with Framenet roles)
Role2Vec
muc
CBOW_200
26.76
CBOW_500
26.76
SG_200
26.70
SG_500
26.70
CBOW_200
26.76
CBOW_200
26.86
CBOW_200
26.90

also the baseline results are reported with the best thresholds
found among all the combinations). More in detail, Table 1 shows
the results for Wu-Palmer’s similarity, Path similarity and LeacockChodorow similarity and the results for cosine similarity using (i)
graph walks with Framester roles, (ii) graph walks with FrameNet
roles and (iii) graph kernels with FrameNet roles respectively. Here
Frame2Vec refers to the vector representations generated for
FrameNet frames and Role2Vec refers to the vector representations generated for frame elements i.e., semantic roles.
For the ﬁrst approach with graph walks, for each entity in the
FrameNet graph we generate 200 and 500 random walks, each
of depth 4 and 8. For each entity in the subsumption hierarchy
of roles we generate 400 random walks with depth 4. For the
Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm, we use h = 2 iterations and subgraph
depth d = 2, and after each iteration of the algorithm we extract
all walks for each entity with the same depth. We use these sequences to build both CBOW and Skip-Gram models with the following parameters: window size = 5; number of iterations = 10;
negative sampling for optimization; negative samples = 25; with
average input vector for CBOW. We experiment with 200 and 500
dimensions for the entities’ vectors. We have built on top of the
original MERGILO code, which was released as a Python tool12 and,
on top of FredLib13 . We used IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6.1 for solving the
Integer Linear Program and run the experiments on a MacOs server
with 6-Core Intel Xeon E5 3.50GHz and 64GB of RAM. Without taking into account the linear problem fed to CPLEX, which might take
time in the order of minutes to be solved with basic settings (there

12
13

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/mergilo.
http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/fredlib.
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are several optimization techniques that can be applied to improve
CPLEX performance, but this is out of the scope of the present paper), our tool takes few seconds to be run for a given pair of texts.
As shown in the table, it can be noticed that each model
used for graph walks and graph kernels performs better than the
MERGILO baseline for all the considered metrics, showing a clear
advantage of using the proposed frame similarities to reconcile
knowledge graphs.
Although the rationale of our approach was to show that using similarities based on the graph structure of semantic frames
and the subsumption hierarchy of semantic roles as deﬁned
in Framester outperformed the baseline (Mergilo), we provide
more insights into the results. The Wu-Palmer, Path and Leacock
Chodorow measures use the inheritance relations only whereas
Frame2Vec employs either graph walks or graph kernels over
the FrameNet frame graph as well as subsumption hierarchy of
FrameNet roles using either only FrameNet roles or improved subsumption hierarchy of FrameNet roles as introduced in Framester.
Based on these settings, vector representations are generated
which are further used for computing the cosine similarity. In
general, Frame2Vec, for its intrinsic construction, exploits more
semantics than the other similarity measures (Wu-Palmer, Path
and Leacock Chodorow); for such a reason, Frame2Vec provides
the highest results for almost each evaluation measure except for
BLANC. BLANC is more sensitive to wrong assignments when clusters of mentions are larger, since a wrong assignment lead to a
higher number of wrong non-coreference links. Therefore, although
BLANC is case-by-case coherent with the other measures (when
BLANC is low, the other measures are low and vice-versa), in the
few cases when Frame2Vec is outperformed by other measures
(Wu-Palmer, Path and Leacock Chodorow), the BLANC measure,
and in particular the contribution given by non-coreference link,
gives a much smaller score. These cases inﬂuence the overall average and for this reason in Table 1 BLANC seems to have a different
behaviour than the other measures.
The generated models i.e., vector representations of FrameNet
frames generated using FrameNet graph and subsumption hierarchy of FrameNet roles using RDF2Vec are freely available on-line14 .

7. Conclusions
This paper presents an extension of MERGILO, a tool for reconciling knowledge graphs using graph alignment and word similarity. This study exploits Framester, a linguistic data hub formulated
using a novel formal semantics for frames, in order to enhance semantic interoperability between linguistic resources. This paper introduces several ways for improving the basic MERGILO pipeline to
deal with event-based knowledge reconciliation. In particular, several path-based similarity measures for frames and semantic roles
were used. Following the approach RDF2Vec, graph-based frame
embeddings were generated. Our experimentation shows that the
introduced approach improves over the MERGILO baseline.
Ongoing work concentrates on practical applications of frame
embeddings in real systems, such as news series integration,
knowledge graph evolution with robust event reconciliation (e.g.
in streaming of texts where we expect relatedness or updates), or
conﬂict detection across texts describing similar facts with different narratives or perspectives. In order to deal with these challenging real world use cases, we will test optimization procedures
for CPLEX in order to achieve scalability. We will also explore the
scenario of existing corpora, benchmarks, gold standards, and challenges related to the aforementioned tasks.

14

http://lipn.univ-paris13.fr/∼alam/Frame2Vec/.
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As a future perspective, we also want to further apply the presented approach to NLP tasks such as text summarization or dialogue, e.g. taking advantage of frame similarities. We also want
to introduce information-content-based similarity measures along
with corpus-based frame embeddings.
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